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SUMMARY A theory of religious conversion, social attachment, and social learning guides this study of prison religion and its influence on the rehabilitation of adult male offenders. The study found the religious involvement of inmates in a large medium/maximum security prison in South Carolina was extremely varied and extensive. During a one-year period 49% of the incarcerated men (779 out of 1,579) attended at least one religious service or program. Over 800 religious services or meetings, across many different denominations and religious groups, were held during the year. Two prison chaplains, four inmate religious clerks and 232 volunteers who donated about 21,316 hours of work to the prison (the equivalent of 11 full-time paid positions) made this high level of programming possible. The estimated yearly cost of these religious services was inexpensive at between $150 to $250 per inmate served; in contrast, other effective correctional programs cost around $14,000 per person. Controlling for a number of demographic and criminal history risk factors, logistic regression found an inverse relationship between intensity of religious involvement and the presence or absence of in-prison infractions. As religious involvement increased the number of inmates with infractions decreased. The findings of the study provide greater insight into the nature of religion in prison setting and support the view that religion can be an important factor in the process of offender rehabilitation. [Article copies available for a fee from The Haworth Document Delivery Service; 1-800-HAWORTH. E-mail address: <getinfo@haworthpressinc.com>
involved in crime, the methodological weaknesses of these studies tend to make their findings somewhat inconclusive (Baier, 2001; Ellis, 1985; Evans, Cullen, Dunaway, & Burton, 1995; Gartner, Larson, & Allen, 1991; Knudten & Knudten, 1971; Sloane & Potvin, 1986; Tittle & Welch, 1983). For example, Sumter (1998, 30) found that 18 of 23 studies published since 1985 produced evidence of an inverse relationship between different measures of religiosity and various indicators of deviance but summarized her findings in the following way:

Although associations have been detected, the studies have not been successful in establishing evidence of causal relations between these measures which primarily results from two inherent problems (research design and measurement error) and other methodological flaws in studying religiosity and deviance.

The few studies that have looked directly at the influence of religion on adult offender rehabilitation tend to follow the same pattern as the wider body of literature—some evidence of a significant relationship between religious involvement and rehabilitation, accompanied by methodological weaknesses that leave unanswered questions and inconclusive findings. These studies of the influence of religion on adult offender rehabilitation all tended to use either in-prison infractions or recidivism as their measure of rehabilitation. Three studies have provided evidence of a positive relationship between religion and offender rehabilitation, two studies failed to find evidence of such a relationship, and one yielded mixed evidence.

**RELATED STUDIES**

Johnson (1984) found neither a significant correlation nor relationship in a path analysis between self-reported religiosity, church attendance, or prison chaplain’s rating of inmate religiosity and amount of time spent in confinement for disciplinary infractions (controlling for race, age, offense type, maximum sentence, denomination, and religious conversion) among 782 men in a minimum security prison who were serving their first term of incarceration.

Young et al., however, did find a significant long-term impact of a Federal prison ministry program known as the Washington, DC Discipleship Seminars on adult criminal recidivism. These Seminars were sponsored and run by Prison Fellowship Ministries (PFM) which was
founded in 1975 by Charles W. Colson, a former presidential aide to Richard M. Nixon, following his own incarceration in Federal prison on a conviction of obstructing justice. Young et al. identified 180 men and women who had participated in the seminars and used a stratified proportional probability sampling method to select a matched control group of 185 Federal inmates from a cohort of 2,289 inmates who were released around the same time as the PFM inmates. The two groups were carefully matched on age, race, gender, and Salient Factor Score (a risk index that is predictive of recidivism). The study examined the re-arrest patterns of the two groups over a period of eight to 14 years after each person’s release from prison. Logistic regression analyses with recidivism (yes or no) as the dependent variable, controlling for race, gender, age at release, risk level, and time on the street, showed that the PFM group had a significantly lower rate of recidivism.

Survival analysis also showed that the PFM group who did recidivate took significantly longer to recidivate compared to the comparison group recidivists. Further analyses revealed that most of the program effects were concentrated in PFM women (white and black) and in white PFM men who were in the low risk of recidivism category. Compared to their respective controls, religious women had much lower rates of re-arrest than the religious men. No impact of the program could be discerned among white men in the high risk category or among black men across all risk categories. These findings indicate the importance of controlling for gender, race and risk factors when examining the influence of religion on offender rehabilitation. Besides the issue of self-selection or self-motivation, which affects all the studies on this topic because of the inability to randomly assign subjects to religious and non-religious groups, an important methodological weakness of this study lay in the fact that the subjects in the religious program group were selected for participation according to strict criteria. This meant that the PFM group could have succeeded because the basis on which they were selected rendered them prone to succeed rather than because of their participation in the program. However, the essence of the selection criteria was that the subjects be heavily involved in religious participation prior to the program. Thus the subjects in this study were highly involved in religious activity and it may be that the intensity of their religious involvement combined with the program was responsible for their success.

Clear and his co-investigators (1992, 1995) also found a significant relationship between religiosity and rehabilitation. Clear’s study used in-prison adjustment (a psychological measure of how well an inmate was able to cope with the deprivations and difficulties of prison life) and in-prison infractions as its measure of rehabilitation. Clear and his associates studied 769 men in 20 prisons across 12 states in the U.S. chosen to represent different regions of the country as well as different security levels of prisons. This was a non-random sample of subjects as each subject volunteered to be in the study. Clear et al. reasoned that religion might interact with other personal and situational variables within the prison context to affect in-prison adjustment as well as in-prison infractions. Religiosity was measured using a self-report instrument that included 33 questions from the Hunt and King scale (a measure of religious beliefs through assessing symbolic religious commitment) and a set of 12 questions about what the inmates would do in different prison situations of conflict. The subjects also answered questions on depression, self-mastery, self-esteem, demographics and criminal histories. In-prison adjustment was measured using the Wright (1985) adjustment scale. Infractions were measured by the self-reported number of disciplinary infractions. Although adjustment and infractions scores were significantly correlated with each other, analysis showed that these two variables were measuring different constructs.

Clear et al. found strong significant correlations between high religiosity and both adjustment and infractions at a bivariate level. Controlling for demographic and criminal history variables ordinary least squares regression revealed that high religiosity directly predicted fewer infractions and indirectly predicted better adjustment. Religiosity was one of the strongest predictors of the number of infractions along with variables like number of priors and age. Religiosity fell out of the regression equation on adjustment when the control variables were introduced, but was indirectly related to better adjustment through depression. Of particular interest is that the study findings were “prison specific”—the religious effects on adjustment and infractions were found in some but not all of the prisons. Furthermore, the two effects were not found together, but depending on the prison there was either a religious effect on adjustment or on infractions. Religious factors, therefore, can interact with other variables and produce different results. This means that context is a vitally important variable for the study of the relationship between religion and rehabilitation. A second study by Sumter (1999) using some of the data from the Clear et al. (1992) study found that a religious vs. non-religious dichotomy did not predict post-release success for the subjects. However, this study did find that the more motivated offenders were involved in religious activ-
ities in prison and the more they believed in a transcendent God, the less likely they were to be rearrested after release to the community.

A study by O'Connor, Yang, Ryan, Wright, and Parikh (1996) found that religious involvement had no relationship to the presence or absence of in-prison misconducts but had some relationship to recidivism. This study controlled for self-selection bias by using a multivariate matched sampling procedure to draw a one-to-one matched control group from over 40,000 inmates from the general population based on their propensity to self-select into the religious program. Over 200 men who had participated in a religious ministry program in four New York prisons did not differ from the matched comparison group on whether or not they had a prison misconduct. This study also compared the prison ministry and comparison groups on recidivism and found no overall difference between the two groups on whether or not they were rearrested or on time to rearrest. The study did, however, find some significant differences in recidivism, when it compared those who had high rates of ministry participation to those who had low or no ministry participation and controlled for level of risk of recidivism. A weakness in this study was the relatively small amount of information presented on the overall religious participation of the program group and the complete absence of information on the religious participation of the comparison groups. Because the study had no way of telling for sure that the comparison group was not involved in religious activities the study may have even been comparing religiously involved inmates to other religiously involved inmates.

A secondary analysis of the data from the O'Connor et al. study by Johnson, Larson, and Pitts (1997) was essentially confirmatory and also found no evidence of a significant overall difference between Prison Fellowship participants and "non-religious" controls on either in-prison infraction or rearrest within one year. The Johnson group did find some evidence of a significant relationship between high program attendance and lower rates of recidivism.

Pass (1999) did not find any influence of self-reported religiosity on in-prison infractions among 345 randomly selected inmates from the prison population at Eastern Correctional Facility in New York. Subjects were asked about their agreement or disagreement with three statements: (1) Religion is important; (2) Religion gives people special privileges; and (3) Some people in religious groups joined for protection. Pass also used a 10-item "Intrinsic Religious Motivation Scale" (Hoge, 1972) to measure religious motivations. The motivation scale seeks to measure how much a person's religiosity is motivated by inter-

nal reasons (using religion to find meaning in life) or external reasons (using religion to develop social relationships) (Hoge, 1972). Pass hypothesized that only internalized religion would lead to a reduction of in-prison infractions.

Pass found that a higher number of people reported a religious affiliation since prison than before prison and fully one third of the sample reported a change of affiliation once in prison. Using ANOVA, Pass also found that religious motivation scores differed significantly among the religious groups. Muslims were the most internally religiously motivated, followed by Protestants, Other religionists, Catholics, and those with No religion. Logistic regression revealed that levels of internal motivation were not significantly related to the presence or absence of infractions within a three-month period prior to the survey when religious affiliation, importance of religion, views on protection and privilege, race, age, educational level, and first offender versus multiple offender status were controlled for.

Each of the foregoing studies has strengths and weaknesses. As a group, the studies have helped us to understand more about the nature and impact of prison religion. Prison religion varies in its meaning and practice across individuals, prisons, and different religious groups. Intensity of involvement (or "dosage" in treatment jargon) seems to be a crucial factor in whether or not it has an impact on offender rehabilitation. Furthermore, other variables such as gender, race, risk level for recidivism, and prison context influence both the kind and depth of impact that religion may have on rehabilitation. Certain things are needed to make these intuitions of how religion "works" more conclusive: future studies need to be more informed by theoretical considerations, become more precise in their measurements of religion, and model the impact of religion on rehabilitation using better research designs and statistical methods.

The present study seeks to build upon the knowledge gained in previous studies of religion and offender rehabilitation by overcoming many of the methodological difficulties that rendered their findings somewhat inconclusive. The study sought to determine whether level of religious involvement influenced rehabilitation as measured by in-prison infraction. The setting was Lieber Correctional Institution (Lieber), a large medium/maximum security prison for men in South Carolina. During 1996, we worked with the South Carolina Department of Corrections (SCDC) Research division, the Pastoral Care division, and the chaplain's office at Lieber Correctional Institute (LCI) to collect sign-up sheets for every religious activity that occurred in the prison. The chap-
lains and their clerks at Lieber prison entered this data into a computerized system that maintained a count of times each person attended any religious program by month. In addition, they recorded what activities were held on what dates of every month. (There may be some minor errors in the data, because inmates did not always sign in when they attended programs, and occasionally volunteer program leaders failed to turn in sign-in sheets. But chaplains and their clerks made every effort to monitor the data, and we feel satisfied that the data adequately represent the actual attendance of inmates at religious programming.)

The SCDC Division for Resource and Information Management then provided us with additional demographic, criminal history and infraction data on all 1597 inmates who spent any part of 1996 in LCI. (Many who do not attend services may nonetheless be "religious" persons; hence, this study is not a study of religiousness per se but instead of religious involvement.) This was the entire population of inmates at Lieber in 1996 and included both those inmates who had and who had not attended religious programs. Confidentiality was maintained by using the data in aggregate form only. This design for collecting data meant that there was no "selection bias" in our data, since participation was voluntary. Selection, after inmates had volunteered, proceeded without specific criteria. Because there was nothing resembling either "random selection" or "random assignment" into "religious" or "non-religious" groups once inmates had volunteered to participate, we nonetheless need to recognize the likely link between self-selection and motivation.

**GUIDING THEORY**

The theory underlying the study is based on a theological understanding of religious conversion and faith development (Fowler, 1981; Lonergan, 1972) and a criminological understanding of how rehabilitation comes about through a process of social attachment (Sampson & Laub, 1993) and social learning (Andrews, 1985; Bandura, 1977). The theory of religious conversion holds that we are spiritual beings as well as physical, emotional, social, and intellectual beings. Our spiritual nature means that we are capable and desirous of having an ultimate and meaningful sense of connectedness or relationship with other people, our world, and God. The extent to which we have not fully achieved this connection or union is the extent to which we are in need of religious conversion or development. Saint Paul gives us a Christian understanding of the source of religious conversion when he says "The love of God has been poured out in our hearts through the Holy Spirit who has been given to us" (Rm:5:5). Just as a parent's love awakens life within a child, God's free gift of love is constantly awakening and deepening life within us. From this perspective spirituality is the integrative principle of our lives. One inmate at Lieber prison involved in religious programming seems to be referring to this sense of spiritual conversion or awakening when he says: "Before [prison], it was all me. Now I know life is also about relationships. I have to think of others and God. If you're serious about God, you have to take on the nature of God, and God cares about other people too." The lack of a spirituality was expressed by another inmate who was not religiously involved when he insisted: "Life is dog eat dog, and I will do anything I have to — lie, cheat, steal, or kill — to stay out of here [prison] when I get out." Religious faith and belief can free up a part of who we are, and these inner resources can lead to changed attitudes and behaviors.

Social attachment theory holds that the more attached a person is to the major social institutions of life (family, education, work, politics and religion), the less likely he or she is to commit crime, for he or she has something of value to lose by committing crime. Social learning theory believes that criminal behaviors are learned behaviors in a given social and cultural context. Because criminal behaviors are learned behaviors, offenders are capable of learning noncriminal behaviors should their given context change. Both of these processes—increased social attachment and new social learning—are likely to be accelerated when an inmate becomes immersed in the religious milieu of a prison, for this milieu places an inmate among chaplains and volunteers who are very attached to the major social institutions of life and who are very committed to pro-social learned behaviors. A national study of correctional chaplains found that 79% had a Master's degree or higher. In addition, prison chaplains had an average of 10 years of correctional experience and believed strongly in a philosophy of rehabilitation. The chaplains spent most of their time counseling inmates and used methods of counseling that treatment studies have found to be effective in reducing recidivism. The chaplains were highly-skilled role models and advocates for inmates, and they were also responsible for coordinating the work of the thousands of religiously motivated volunteers who work in prisons (Sundt & Cullen, 1998).

An exploratory study in South Carolina surveyed 82 ministry volunteers and found they were moved to work in the prison system by two major motivations: (1) to act on their faith and (2) to make a difference. When the study compared these volunteers to the general population of the Southeast region, it found that the volunteers had the same gender
and ethnicity demographics as the general population, but tended to be older. The volunteers were also more involved than the general population with the major social institutions of life. For example, the volunteers earned more, were more likely to be married (80% versus 54%), had more education (57% versus 23% had some college education), were more involved in politics (86% voted versus 64%), and 90% of the volunteers compared to 30% of the general population went to church once a week or more. The volunteers were also happier than the general population—47% versus 31% “very happy” (O’Connor, Parikh, & Ryan, 1997). In other words, the volunteers were a group of people who had learned how to successfully negotiate and derive satisfaction from the different worlds of work, family, education, politics, and religion. In contrast, offenders tend to have trouble negotiating these areas of life, and we know that problems in these areas are predictive of crime and recidivism. One inmate explained how the modeling of religious volunteers (some of whom were successful ex-offenders) provided him with hope by their example of overcoming adversity:

I have to come to my own place of healing ... I’ve seen myself do some things, or think some things, or say some things, or act in a manner that I know was inappropriate. And still it makes me unhappy. And so, the question still comes to me, why did I do that? So what do they [the volunteers] do? The hope, the hope says that these people [the volunteers] have changed their lives, and if they can do that so can I.

The chaplains and volunteers are a tremendous resource as role models and teachers of the very skills and lifestyles that many offenders lack but desire. It seems natural and theoretically valid from a “what works” correctional treatment point of view to hypothesize that the social attachment and learning which takes place between the chaplains, volunteers and offenders in each area of life, not only in the religious domain, is likely to aid the process of offender rehabilitation. Awakening the religious or spiritual domain in a person brings additional inner hope, motivation, and resources for learning how to address the domains of work, family, education, church and politics in a pro-social manner. Thus our hypothesis for the study was: The greater the level of religious involvement, the greater the influence of religion on the rehabilitation of adult offenders as measured by in-prison infractions.

**NATURE AND PRACTICE OF PRISON RELIGION AT LIEBER**

During the course of 1996 the chaplain’s office recorded 23 different kinds of religious programming at LCI, most of them offered on a weekly basis. These programs include worship services, Bible studies, religious seminars and retreats, alcoholics and narcotics anonymous, and fellowship gatherings. The religious services are offered by many different denominations or church groups such as Catholics, Protestants, and Muslims. Volunteers from outside the prison lead the majority of the programs, while a few are run by the chaplain’s office or by inmates themselves. There is a religious program of some kind offered every day of the week. Table 1 lists these religious activities, their general type, the frequency of their meetings, and the total number of meetings held in 1996.

Many of these religious programs attract a similar group of attendees, but whereas the religious programs of some kind offered every day of the week. Table 1 lists these religious activities, their general type, the frequency of their meetings, and the total number of meetings held in 1996.

Many of these religious programs attract a similar group of attendees, while a few are notably distinct. Using data from the month of July, those who attended Alcoholics Anonymous were highly likely to also attend Narcotics Anonymous, but both groups were less likely to attend any other religious programming. The Muslim community also tended to be a separate group unto themselves, as did the Jehovah’s Witness attendees and Catholics.

During the year, 779 of the 1,597 inmates—49%—attended at least one religious program or service. This is a very high level of religious involvement given that the estimated average attendance at religious services in state prisons throughout the country is only 32% (U.S. Department of Justice, 1993). The fact that Lieber prison is located in the “Bible Belt,” a highly churched region of the U.S., probably helps to explain this high level of inmate attendance, together with the fact that the religious program at Lieber seems to be well organized.

Of the total 779 inmates who attended any religious programming, 12% participated mostly in non-Protestant programs, while 88% participated mostly in the Protestant programs. Attendees at any of the Protestant worship services or Bible studies were likely to also attend other Protestant worship services or Bible studies. Using a cut-off correlation of .30 as an indication of a meaningful relationship, the weekend worship services showed relationships with the largest number of other programs and were most highly correlated to each other. That is, inmates who attended one worship service were likely to attend other worship services and also a Bible study or two during the week.

On average, those who went to religious services in Lieber went to about six meetings every month. (Since some of the men entered LCI
Table 1: Religious Programs at LCI During 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Type of Program</th>
<th>Meeting Frequency</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholics Anonymous</td>
<td>12-Step</td>
<td>Every Thursday</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic communion</td>
<td>Worship</td>
<td>First and third Friday</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christians in Action</td>
<td>Christian fellowship</td>
<td>3 or 4 times a month</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas programs</td>
<td>Worship / fellowship</td>
<td>Several in December</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening Light</td>
<td>Bible study</td>
<td>Every Saturday</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith, Praise</td>
<td>Bible study</td>
<td>Every Sunday (6/24)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Worship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Word</td>
<td>Bible study</td>
<td>Every Sunday (June 10)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fellowship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jehovah's Witness</td>
<td>Bible study</td>
<td>Every Sunday (canceled)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kairos Choir</td>
<td>Education / worship</td>
<td>Every Sunday</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kairos Journey</td>
<td>Choir</td>
<td>Approximately twice a week</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kairos Reunion</td>
<td>Fellowship</td>
<td>Every Thursday</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kairos weekend</td>
<td>Retreat / worship</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCI Choir</td>
<td>Approx. 1 practice and 1 service</td>
<td>Approx. 1 practice and 1 service per week</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim community</td>
<td>Education / worship</td>
<td>Once to twice a week</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcotics Anonymous</td>
<td>12-Step</td>
<td>Every Tuesday</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prison Fellowship</td>
<td>Bible study</td>
<td>Every Monday</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible Study</td>
<td></td>
<td>Three weekends a year</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prison Fellowship seminar</td>
<td>Retreat / fellowship</td>
<td>One weekend</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prison Fellowship</td>
<td></td>
<td>One weekend</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting Line</td>
<td>Evangelism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revival meeting</td>
<td>Protestant worship</td>
<td>Every Saturday</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday night service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday morning service</td>
<td>Protestant worship</td>
<td>Every Sunday</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday night service</td>
<td>Protestant worship</td>
<td>Every Sunday</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday school</td>
<td>Protestant teaching</td>
<td>Every Sunday</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through the Bible</td>
<td>Bible study</td>
<td>Every Thursday</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Three Years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday Bible Study</td>
<td>Bible study</td>
<td>Every Wednesday</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL MEETINGS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I guess when I was out in the world... I was raised where I went to church, was in the church. The difference is out there I didn't have the time to stop, think, study, get a chance to know who Jesus was, and what He was about. Whereas back here you got nothing but time.

The type of spiritual reflection taking place here seems to be about personal transformation or spirituality and not just rote religious attendance.

The religious activities at Lieber were made possible through the services of two full-time prison chaplains, four inmate clerks to the chaplains, several inmate religious leaders, and approximately 232 volunteers from the community. The 232 volunteers donated about 21,316 hours of work to the prison: the equivalent of 11 full-time paid positions. The estimated yearly cost of these religious services could be considered a bargain at about $150 to $250 per inmate served. In contrast, Joan Petersilia estimates that effective correctional programs cost about $14,000 per inmate per year (Petersilia, 1995). Thus, some of the main findings of this study are that religious and spiritual involvement in prison is extremely varied and extensive, and costs the Department of Corrections very little.

**FINDINGS ON THE IMPACT OF RELIGION ON INFRACTIONS**

When we compared the religious attendees to the non-religious attendees on their demographics and criminal histories, we found some interesting similarities and differences. There were no significant differences between the two groups on marital status, having children, or race. Thirty-five percent of the inmates reported that they had been or were married; over half (60%) reported having at least one child, with a range of 0 to 18, and an average of one, and the majority (68%) were Black, with virtually all of the rest being White. Nor were there any differences on the number of prior sex or violent convictions, the number of current offenses, or the number of current offenses which involved alcohol or drugs.

The religious and non-religious attending groups did differ significantly on the following variables. The religious attenders tended to be younger than the non-religious attenders with an average age of 33 compared to 34, and to be a little more educated with an average of 11 years of education compared to 10 (p < .05). The "religious" inmates had an average of five prior convictions, compared to an average of four for the "non-religious," and were more likely both to have a current sex of-
offense (24% versus 15%) and a current violent offense (61% versus 52%). These differences mean that the religious inmates were probably more in need of rehabilitation that the non-religious inmates, as they have more serious criminal histories. In other words, the religious programs were not "cramming" the easiest inmates to work with.

For a variety of reasons, such as new incarcerations, completion of sentences, changes in custody level, lockup, administrative needs, court hearings and parole, inmates are moved in and out of LCI regularly. Therefore, most of the inmates in our study did not spend the entire 365 days of 1996 in LCI. They averaged 230 days, with a range of 0 (full days) to 365. The religious inmates had been in LCI for a significantly longer part of 1996, averaging 276 days, while the rest of the inmates averaged 186 days. This probably means that the longer a man is in a particular prison, the more likely he is to attend religious programming or services at that prison, at least once or twice.

To look at the impact of religious programming, we needed to calculate a rate of attendance at religious programs. We wanted to be able to distinguish between those religious inmates who were highly involved and those who were not so highly involved in religious programs or services. The movement of inmates in and out of LCI and the varying number of religious sessions per month complicated calculating a reasonably accurate rate of attendance at religious programs. The rate needed to reflect the actual number of meetings attended divided by the number that could have possibly been attended during the time that individual was in LCI.

In addition, to look at the impact of the religious programming, we narrowed the window of opportunity to only the time period the person was in LCI following their first appearance at a religious program in 1996. We wanted to be sure that we were only considering infractions that took place after the men had been involved in religious programs. The number of days spent in Lieber was corrected for the "religious" inmates to reflect only the days in the institution since they first attended a religious program. (The estimate of days spent in the institution may be underestimated, because the starting date was measured only to the level of months rather than days. This, when a month was subtracted to account for a difference in the beginning of a program, 30 days were lost, when the real number may have been something less than that. However, such an underestimate is consistent across cases and is never more than 30 days.) Therefore, the religious participation rate is the number of religious sessions attended by an individual in 1996 at LCI, divided by the number they personally could have attended since their first appearance at a religious activity in 1996. (We estimated the number of meetings an inmate could possibly attend by adding the number of religious sessions per month from the first month he appeared at a religious meeting through his last month in the prison. The procedure somewhat overestimates, since the person may have had some movement in and out of LCI between their first and last month that prevented attendance, other activities or restrictions may have sometimes prevented attendance, and the first and last month may not have been full months for that person. Overestimating this value means that the rates of attendance may be somewhat below the most accurate value.) By definition, the participation rate of the inmates who did not attend any religious sessions is always zero.

An infraction is any incident of breaking of institution rules for which the inmate is caught and found guilty. It could be anything from assaulting someone, to being caught in a restricted area, to having contraband in one’s possession, to escaping. The majority of LCI inmates (78%) had no infractions in 1996. The mean number of infractions is 0.43, with a range of zero to 16. No escape infractions were reported. Only 1% of the inmates incurred an infraction that was classified as violent.

To analyze the impact of religious programming on infractions we took a two-tiered approach. First of all we examined whether a wide variety of variables had any relationship to predicting infractions taking each variable one at a time. As far as possible, given the data we had to work with, we used the literature on infractions and recidivism to guide us in selecting those variables that are known to be in some way related to predicting infractions (Alexander & Chapman, 1981; Andrews et al., 1990; Bailey, 1986; Hart, 1993; Motnik, 1983). Our question was: Does the extent of involvement in religious programming help to predict infractions in addition to other variables that predict infractions? The following characteristics were statistically unrelated to infractions at a bi-variate level: race, self-reported highest level of education completed, count of prior convictions, count of violent prior convictions, use of alcohol or drugs during the commission of a crime, having a current conviction on a sex offense, and having a prior conviction on a sex offense.

Eight non-religious characteristics were significantly related to whether or not a person had infractions. Inmates who had a current conviction on a violent offense were more likely to have an infraction (24%, compared to 18%). The same was true for inmates with any prior violent crime convictions (27%, compared to 20.6%). In addition, the more current convictions an inmate had, the more likely he was to have
an infraction. Those who were either currently married or had been at one time were less likely to have an infraction than those who had never been married (13%, compared to 26%). The familial tie of having children was also important. Those with no children were more likely to have an infraction than those who had at least one child (26%, compared to 19%). Age had an inverse relationship with infractions—the older an inmate was, the less likely he was to have had an infraction. Also, the higher maximum sentence length an inmate had and the more days he spent in LCI in 1996, the more likely he was to have an infraction.

Finally, a bi-variate analysis of religious involvement and infractions found two things. First, when religious inmates were compared to non-religious inmates, there was no difference in the propensity to have infractions. Secondly, when we looked at rates of participation in religious programming, higher rates were always associated with less chance of infractions. The more religious programming sessions an inmate attended, the less his chance of having infractions. This gave us a clue to the fact that religious involvement had an impact on infractions. However, these results might be an artifact of the religious inmate’s different amounts of time in LCI than the non-religious inmates or to the fact that religious inmates were different from non-religious inmates in certain ways, as pointed out above. We needed to include these non-religious demographic and criminal history variables as controls for religious participation in a multivariate analysis. All items mentioned above, regardless of whether or not they were individually related to the presence of infractions, were included as possible controls in forward conditional logistic regression. We were particularly aware that we needed to control for the time spent in LCI in 1996, since there was a significant difference between the religious and non-religious groups on this important variable.

When we did this and compared all religiously involved inmates who attended any type of religious program to the non-religiously involved inmates, the independent variable did not reach statistical significance to enter the final logistic regression model. That is, there was no difference between the religious and non-religious groups in their likelihood of having an infraction.

However, we did find that the more religious sessions an inmate attended, the less likely he was to have an infraction. Thus, the findings supported our hypothesis. As previous studies have found, the intensity of religious programming seems to help reduce infractions. The impact of religious programming derives not from the fact of attending religious programs but from going to religious programs more often. In

Table 2, the final logistic regression model shows that an inmate’s chance of committing an infraction goes down as his rate of attendance at any religious program goes up, within categories of current age, ever married, and days spent in LCI. What Table 2 tells us is that the more religious sessions the men attended the better the chance that they had no infractions.

Logistic regression enables one to say whether or not a variable of interest is related to a dichotomous dependent variable. However, logistic regression is not very helpful when it comes to interpreting the meaning of that relationship. To help us get a glimpse of what it means to say that the more often inmates attended religious programs the less infractions they had, we looked at the percentage of inmates who had little or no religious involvement and found that 21% of them had infractions during the study period. By way of contrast only 11% of those inmates who had a medium or a high level of involvement with religious programs had infractions during the study period. One must exercise caution in interpreting the meaning of these differences, for the model indicates that such a difference may be attributable to a number of variables, including rate of religious participation.

**DISCUSSION**

The two main findings of the present study are (1) religious practice in the Lieber prison setting was extensive, varied, and inexpensive to conduct; and (2) when a number of demographic and criminal history variables are controlled for, the intensity of religious practice was inversely related to the presence of in-prison infractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Final Model of Forward Conditional Logistic Regression Analysis of Infractions (Yes/No) by Religious Rate of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of religious participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days spent in LCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Model Chi-Square = 187.463, df = 4, Cox & Snell R² = .115
These findings expand the literature on religion in corrections by providing the first detailed empirical description of the actual practice of religion in a prison setting, and by deepening our understanding of the influence of religion on rehabilitation. Religious practice in prison can be very extensive with about 50% of inmates attending religious services an average of six times per month. Religious practices spread themselves across more spiritually-based programs such as AA and NA, and more formal religious programs such as worship and Jumuah services that are Protestant, Catholic and Muslim. Because of the heavy involvement of hundreds of volunteers in running these programs they cost as little as $150 to $250 per inmate per year. The presence of so many volunteers who gave over 21,000 hours of programming to the prison also means that religious programming is a major source of pro-social role modeling in the prison setting, for these volunteers appear to be very attached and involved with the major social institutions of life--family, work, education, church and politics. The work of the chaplains, volunteers and religiously involved inmates insures that the life of faith or the spiritual dimension of life is brought into being in the prison setting. Religion may help to bring into the correctional setting the much needed element of hope and motivation to change, and introduce important ethical and religious ideas of forgiveness and the love of one's neighbor. The involvement of members of the "outside" community also helps to normalize the prison experience and ameliorates the sense of isolation from the community that incarceration brings. Isolating people from the community can actually cut off offenders from the pro-social sources of behavior and support they need to learn how to live without crime, and such a practice of isolation is directly contrary to most theologies which emphasize the importance of active participation in a faith community in helping people live a good life. The pro-social benefits of this human interaction between volunteers and offenders in a prison setting ought not to be underestimated.

If inmates are to benefit from this human interaction and communal experience, it seems they must become involved at a certain level of intensity. Mere attendance at the odd worship service, Bible study, or Jumuah prayer simply is not enough to bring about change or development. As with other correctional programs, religion is not a panacea, rather religion works for some people in some circumstances. One of these circumstances seems to be a certain level of attendance at the religious programs.

The findings suggest that correctional theory and practice ought to include active religious participation among those factors that are predictive of in-prison infractions such as age, criminal history and other risk factors like attachment to work and family. And because research is finding that the factors that are predictive of in-prison infractions also predict recidivism, the findings also suggest that religious participation may be an important variable in predicting recidivism. In short, the study supports the widely held view that religious involvement is positive as an influence on the rehabilitation of adult offenders.

As is usual, there are methodological limitations to this study, which means that we must interpret its findings carefully. The major threat to the validity of these findings arises from what is called self-selection bias or specification error and the fact that the subjects in our two groups--religious and non-religious attenders--were not randomly assigned, in the experimental fashion, to those two groups. This means that we may have failed to measure both groups on some crucial variable that relates to reduced levels of infractions, such as motivation to change, and so have a spurious effect with regard to religious participation and reduced levels of infractions.

Following Heckman, we believe that the lack of random assignment is not a critical methodological limitation. "Selection bias arises because of missing data on the common factors affecting participation and outcomes. The most convincing way to solve the selection problem is to collect better data. This option has never been discussed in the recent debates over the merits of experimental and econometric approaches and has only recently been exercised" (Heckman, 1979). Collecting better data is precisely what we did in this study. We were able to account for the religious participation level of a very large number of inmates—1,597 over a one-year period—in a setting or context that was the same for each of the subjects over that one-year period. Unlike previous studies, which either relied on self-reported religiosity or very incomplete measures of participation in religious programming, we tied our measure of religiosity to a concrete behavioral measure and gained a complete picture of the in-prison religious programming involved for each of the subjects in our study. In addition, we collected as much information as possible on the demographics and criminal history risk factors of our subjects to control for all the factors that might influence participation and outcomes.

One important variable that we were not able to collect information on was involvement in other programming during the study period. The lack of other program involvement data is a weakness in the design of our study. Such involvement could be related to participation in religious programs and to our outcome variable of infractions. Unfortu-
nately, this data was simply not available. However, this lack of information is not crucial in this study because, due to budget cutbacks, Lieber had very little programming available beyond basic work assignments. Given the foregoing limitations, our research design was methodologically sound. Our study was guided by a theory, collected thorough data, used a quasi-experimental design that included a longitudinal element so as to look at the issue of causality, and used multivariate statistical measures and controls. In summary, the research design strengthens the findings of the study.

The study looked at religion from a global perspective and did not make any distinction between different types of religious programs among different religious groups. We suspect the influence of different types of religious programs on rehabilitation is not uniform. Undoubtedly, based on such factors as training, style, content, frequency and quality of leaders or presenters, there will be different effects of various religious programs on the rehabilitation process of offenders. We leave the question of the differential impact of different kinds of religious programs to future studies. What is valuable about this study is that we were able to discern patterns of a global religious impact on reducing infractions. In this way, the study supports the widely held cultural belief in the U.S. that religion plays a role in the creation and maintenance of a law-abiding community, and argues that the religious variable is an important one that must be considered in the mix of variables and “best correctional practices” related to offender rehabilitation.

Theology of redemption essentially examines the process of turning evil into good or transforming a bad situation into a good situation. Rehabilitation is often thought of as the movement of a person from committing infractions or crime to not committing infractions or crime. But of course, such a purely functional definition of rehabilitation does not do justice to the profound change that can take place in a person’s life or situation as he or she turns from crime. Ultimately religion in a correctional setting seeks to influence offenders not only to desist from crime but also to grow in living well and justly. That such a transformation from selfishness to self-giving may be taking place among the religiously-involved men incarcerated at Lieber can be discerned in the findings of this study and the words of one of the subjects:

Before [being in prison], it was all me. Now I know life is also about relationships. I have to think of others and God. If you’re serious about God, you have to take on the nature of God, and God cares about other people too.
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